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BEDS VMCC NEWS 
KEEPING YOU INFORMED DURING LOCK-DOWN 

 

A fascinating encounter 
 

 
 

EDITORIAL 

Last week I bought some rear wheel bearings for my rigid Triumphs. The seller was a little wary about risking them in the post so, always up for a 

ride, I offered to collect them from him in Nottingham; and I’m really glad I did. The gentleman was Roger Gagg, a nephew of the original Gaggs of 

Nottingham, of speedometer repair fame, but himself being in his 80s. In his garage where we had our chat was one of my favourite bikes, a rigid 

Triumph TR5 Trophy but sensibly modified over fifty years of his ownership and campaigning. But what really made me aghast was learning that he 

had owned the above bike – the only 3TR 350cc Trophy ever produced, using a 3T bottom end but with a cylinder from a 700cc four-cylinder 

generator engine sliced in half. He had also built his own Trophybird – a Trophy with a 650cc Thunderbird engine; apparently a bit of a beast. Both 

bikes now belong to Dick Shepherd, the well-known collector of very special Triumphs. 

 

Many thanks to all this week’s contributors: Will, Brent, Nige, Neil, Gerry and Richard. I may have said this before but please keep the contributions 

coming; feedback has been very encouraging, you’re all stars.  

 

Bryan 

 

JULY VIRTUAL CLUB NIGHT 
Somehow, the Car Park Concours, traditionally held this month, wouldn’t be quite the same if we were to limit it to six 

bikes and no spectators – so, no go, I’m afraid. But once again, Will has stepped into the breach and will be presenting 

another Virtual Club Night. As usual, the link will be sent out on the day but the theme this time is “Stopping”. 
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Section news 
LETTER FROM JENNIFER WATTS 

My family and I would like to thank the VMCC for the amazing 

turnout to follow David to the Crematorium on Tuesday. We would 

like to thank everyone who came to support us on saying farewells to 

David. He loved you all and would have been very proud. 

 

Jennifer 

 

CLASSIFIED ADS - DAVE’S BIKES 

Malcolm is selling Dave's bikes for Jenifer. They have two left, a 

Norton 99 Dominator and a Honda 550/4 - they are looking for £3200 

each.  

 

 

Dave’s Honda 550/4 - very original and ready to go.  

 

Dave’s Norton needs to be registered but sounds fantastic.  

If anyone is interested, please give Malcolm a call on 07875 081829. 

He's got more details. 

 

MIDWEEK DAYTIME RUNS CONTINUE 

Don and I have agreed to alternate as run leader. Subject to demand, 

we hope to have a run every other week. Start locations and routes will 

vary to suit members from all parts of the county. 

 

The next run will take place on Thursday, 16th July. To sign up and get 

details of the start time and location, please contact Don either by 

email: donmckeand@hotmail.com, or by telephone on: 01525 720629. 

 

Don’t be shy, if we can get 21 or 22 bikes out for Dave’s funeral, we 

should be able to fill a good few runs. At the moment, it looks like the 

restriction to a maximum of six people will be with us for a while. If 

we get a lot more than six interested in any one run, we can consider 

two separate (different) runs on the same day, with different leaders. 

 

BREAKDOWN COVER 

In the last issue I mentioned that I was awaiting a reply from the AA to 

my question about what happens to the rider in the event of a 

breakdown where the bike has to be recovered. This is reply I 

received, starting off with an apology for the (very) slow response: 

 

“Unfortunately, during the current crisis (like many companies), there 

has been a limited number of staff working from home. Most staff 

have been furloughed and only recently staff have been returning to 

our offices, or have been given access to work from home. 

 

Resources have been stretched as we have been inundated from 

Members trying to discuss their Membership.  I am sure that you can 

appreciate that with over 15 million Members, we are struggling with 

the higher demand. 

 

In response to your query, unfortunately I do not have a definite 

answer to your question due to the current Covid situation. 

 

If you contact the Emergency Breakdown Line they will be able to 

advise accordingly. We are providing 24-hour Emergency Breakdown 

Service, however much depends on the resources available in the area, 

also the 2 metre distance in the event of a recovery or if the vehicle 

could go unaccompanied etc. 

 

These are the questions which they will be able to assist you with. 

 

I appreciate this is not the answer you were hoping for however in 

these uncertain times, decisions and outcomes are changing each day.” 

 

So, there we are, none the wiser. 

Get your motor runnin’… 
BRYAN MARSH 

You may, or may not, recognize the headline as the first line of 

Steppenwolf’s “Born to be Wild” played over the introductory credits 

of “Easy Rider” as Peter Fonda and Dennis Hopper swapped their dirt-

bikes for the gleaming Harley choppers, “Captain America” and “Billy 

Bike” – see https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J1cDECkN2xg: 

 

“Get your motor runnin’, head out on the highway, looking for 

adventure, and whatever comes our way…” 

 

Now, picture a similar scene as six intrepid riders pulled out of the 

layby and onto the A5120, soon to turn left towards Ridgmont, seeking 

that adventure that only a VMCC Beds Midweek Run can provide, and 

whatever came their way. Norm and Gerald on Nortons, Eddie on an 

Ariel, Gerry on the Honda, Don on his Airflow Enfield and me on my 

Thunderbird. 

 

 

Picture not to scale, all riders at least 2m apart 

From Ridgmont to Husborne Crawley and Aspley Guise. Turning right 

at the square in AG heading out through the back roads to the level 

crossing at Woburn Sands. Left through WS village to take us up 

through the woods and past Woburn Golf Club, carefully negotiating 

mailto:donmckeand@hotmail.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J1cDECkN2xg
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the sand on the turning in the middle of the woods. Luckily, traffic had 

cleared a lot of the sand away from the wheel tracks – when I first 

scouted the route a week or so beforehand it distinctly resembled 

Bournemouth Beach, albeit without the tens of thousands of people. 

Little Brickhill, Great Brickhill, Stoke Hammond, Newton 

Longueville, Stewkley, Soulbury, Old Linslade, Heath and Reach, the 

tour continued, crossing the A5 then to Woburn via that wonderfully 

deserted road past Potsgrove.  

 

Under instruction from Eddie to stop in the event of rain to allow the 

donning of over-trousers, we pulled in when the inevitable moment 

happened. “No, carry on, it’ll be OK” was the sentiment that tempted 

fate and, needless to say, the rain got harder, so we pulled over again. 

Don then explained to me how the clever aerodynamic design of the 

airflow fairing keeps the rain off – but only when moving, sorry Don. 

At this stop, Eddie discovered that the rear brake of his Arrow was 

binding which explained its sluggish performance – probably also the 

bright red glow, shower of sparks and blazing hedgerows in his wake. 

 

Roads not often travelled on our runs, and very light traffic, 

contributed to a highly enjoyable ride and being able to keep the group 

together simply using the follow-my-leader approach.  

 

We finished up at the outdoor TT Café at Pure Triumph in Woburn 

where we could indulge in the usual greasy spoon delights and enjoy 

each other’s company shouting across the essential 2m divides. I’d 

prearranged it with the café but, on a quiet Thursday lunchtime, they 

were delighted to see us.  The bike shop, itself, would probably been 

even more delighted had any of us availed ourselves with one of the 

shiny new Triumphs lined up outside. But, as far as I saw, that didn’t 

happen. Maybe another day. 

 

I hope I speak for all the riders when I say that I think this formula of a 

maximum of six bikes on a run of around 35-40 miles, without the 

need for route sheets or a drop-off system, works really well. 

 

The page 3 “model” 

 

Meet the new girl in my life. Were she riding a Durkopp, she would be 
Diana; a Triumph and it would be Diana, or Bella if it were a Zundapp. 
But, as I’m sure you recognise, she’s on a Heinkel Tourist which 
doesn’t help. It had a self-starter, so I think I’ll call her “Dyna”. 

The model was made by Schuco, the same company as the “Curvo 

1000” tinplate bike and rider I featured in Issue six. This is what 

Schuco has to say about this, more recent, zinc diecast model: 

 

“The Heinkel Tourist, made in Stuttgart by Ernst Heinkel AG, was for 

a time between 1953 and 1965 the most sold motor scooter of German 

manufacture. In contrast to all of the rival models, the Tourist was the 

only scooter fitted with a four-stroke engine. Its engine – in 

combination with a particularly low-maintenance chain drive enclosed 

in an oil bath – was virtually indestructible. With a retail price of 1,790 

German marks, the Heinkel Tourist was designed as a low-cost 

alternative to a car and convinced above all due to its reliability and 

robustness. Because of its length of just over two metres and its 

prominent fairing, the Heinkel Tourist stood out clearly from other 

scooters of its time. With its – for a scooter – very high permissible 

load capacity of up to 200 kg, depending on the model, and a mountain 

climbing ability of 32% in first gear, it was also suitable for holiday 

trips across the Alps, which were extremely popular among Germans 

at this time. The Heinkel Tourist 103 A2 complete with rider is a brand 

highlight in the high quality and precision performance Classic 

Motorcycle Edition 1:10 from Schuco. The series meets the highest 

quality standards and wows fans with its authentic high-gloss finish. 

Features such as rotating wheels and fully functional suspension are an 

integral part of these models and have established them as a firm 

favourite with motorcycle enthusiasts. In combination with the high-

quality resin figure, the set is limited to just 500 pieces worldwide and 

deserves a high-profile place in every model collection. Both the 

Heinkel Tourist model and the agreeable rider feature many special 

details, the majority of which were lovingly created by hand.” 

 

 

The lovely “Dyna” 

A Flying 500cc Vincent Boat 
 

NEIL CAIRNS 

I worked on the AVRO Shackleton Maritime Reconnaissance (MR), 

four-engined Coastal-Command aircraft in 1969 and 1970 at RAF St 

Mawgan. I was an aircraft engine fitter engrossed in Rolls Royce Vee 

12, contra-rotating propeller engines; four of them on each MR2 and 

MR3. The Mk3 also had two jet engines behind the outboard engines, 

and the MK2 had a tail wheel, the MR3 a nose wheel. I thought I had 

learned as much as there was to know about them, but this was proved 

wrong in a book I've just read. 

 

 

A Shackleton carrying the Vincent-engined life-raft 

Between 1952 and 1957 Saunders Roe on Anglesey built about fifty 

“Airborne Lifeboat Mark 3”. These life-savers, for those ditched at 

sea, were to be winched up underneath a MR2 to be attached to a 

single locking lug on the bomb release gear. It fitted snugly under the 

aircraft and was dropped at sea, with four small parachutes keeping the 
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bow at 60 degrees until it hit the water. The boat was fitted with a 

500cc Vincent motorcycle engine and enough fuel for 1250 miles. The 

photo shows the boat being carried. 

 

A flying Vincent! One was flown at the 1953 Farnborough Air Show 

but by the late 1950s a smaller and lighter inflatable designed by an 

RAF Group Captain at RAF Lindholme and that was used from then 

on, known as the 'Lindholme Gear'. This did not use the Vincent's 

engine. 

 

[I believe Bob Culver gave us a talk about this type of Vincent engine 

a few years back and, Bob, don’t you actually have one? – Bryan] 

In search of a “got char” 
GERRY GIBBINS 

I’ve been working on the noisy valve spring retaining plates on my 

1924 AJS. They’d previously been made of unsuitable material, both 

in size and quality, and subsequently were not a snug fit and generated 

a right vintage clattering noise. After considerable machining and 

fettling, the new plates have resulted in the engine running surprisingly 

quietly. Time will tell. 

 

As usual, after the event, I’ve found a picture of an AJS tool. Please 

see below for a picture of this wonderous Valve Spring Compressor. 

My old Irish mate would have referred to it as a 'Got char' and I think 

he was about right as it is a right pig to compress the springs using tool 

makers clamps etc. Unlike my old Triumph where the springs are not 

so robust, and can be removed with your fingers. I wondered if our 

knowledgeable Newsletter readers have seen or indeed have such a 

Side Valve 'Got char' I could copy. 

 

 

AN INTERNATIONAL TALE… 
RICHARD CHAMBERS 

With Cecil Rhodes in the news of late, it reminded me of when my 

Uncle Ernie and Aunt Nellie, (the “Nellie the Elephant” song was 

popular then), came over from Rhodesia in about 1957/58. I remember 

it as they bought a new red Vauxhall Victor F type to take back with 

them, and, to my ten year-old impressionable eyes, it was the snazziest 

car in our village. 

 

Also, about that time, there was a new, gunmetal grey Norton 

Dominator up in the village; “Cor”, I mused, “they make road bikes 

too”. This bike used to come past our house on a long bend at a fair 

speed; again, to my young eyes, it was really something. Unlike the 

Victor, I still love them now. Imagine my disappointment when a few 

months later the owner of the Dominator now came thumping by on an 

old single. Although it said Norton on the tank, it was, to my eyes, not 

much different to the BSA M20 that Uncle Jim used for getting to and 

from work. It was some years later when I found out that the old 

Norton single was actually an International that Jim Smith from 

Pegsdon had prepared - the same bloke that did some of Phil Read’s 

engines in his early days, so I was told. ...impressionable youth, eh?  

Memories jogged 

WILL CURRY 

[Will said that the cartoon, showing the out-of-control trials outfit, on 

the front of the last issue reminded of the following episode] 

 

"This happened at a VMCC Trials meeting at Normandy Hill, 

obviously in the days when we still had access. 

 

I'd gone along with my rigid-framed trialler but it has no part in this 

tale. 

 

Someone had bought along an HS - Ariel's 500cc scrambler - with a 

Canterbury competitions side attached and most purposeful it looked 

too. 

 

Various of the regulars were taking turns with it but as an outsider I 

was just a spectator. That is until another outsider, considerably my 

senior, got onto the bike. Then the crowd evaporated leaving me to 

passenger. 

 

With hindsight he may have already had something of a reputation. 

 

We went up the bank, sidecar above bike, just as the others had done 

but with considerably more throttle. At the top instead of turning right 

back down the bank we carried on over the top. The outfit was now 

flying - literally - at times. I wasn't sure which was better - keeping my 

eyes open to better avoid the scenery or closing them tightly and 

concentrating on the screaming, which wouldn't have been heard 

above the roar of the engine anyway. 

 

We avoided all the major trees and the brambles thicket merely 

provided a nice green if prickly garland for the sidecar. This was when 

I really appreciated why 'Thorn-proof' was such an important selling-

point. 

 

We turned bike round sidecar at the bottom and headed back up the 

bank, this time bike above sidecar. I think it must have been while 

turning round that the rear sidecar-fixing broke. My biggest challenge, 

although not the only one, was stopping the chair from parting entirely 

from the bike. Down the other side still under full power and another 

turn at the bottom, this time sidecar around bike. More effort on my 

part, this time to keep the bike from joining the chair. 

 

We stopped back at the group. The silence was deafening, apart that is 

from the soft clicking of the engine as it started to cool. 'It goes quite 

well' said the rider. 'But the sidecar fixing's broken at the back' was his 

parting comment. 
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Last week’s cartoon that got Will thinking. 

I have no idea who he was but he certainly knew how to drive an outfit 

and he didn't seen too bothered about how much experience - or 

otherwise - his passenger had. 

 

I wasn't popular with the owner. If I hadn't passengered, it wouldn't 

have got broken was basically his complaint. I however had had a 

master-class in sidecarring and the bruising wouldn't last for ever." 

 

BRYAN MARSH 

I can sympathize with Will. I once went to an Ariel club fun trial in 

Hampshire, where a bike was placed on each section and everyone 

took turns on the same bike, walking between the sections. We'd 

convinced one of the very capable Anderson brothers from the Milton 

Buzzard club to come along with their modern Trials outfit. On the 

first lap you drove, with him in the chair. Then, on the second lap, you 

were in the chair.  

 

Apparently, I was so frightening as a driver he decided to give me 

some of my own medicine. Boy, did he scare me! That is the only time 

I've ever been on an outfit - and I certainly wouldn't queue up to be a 

trials passenger again. 

 

It also reminds me that there used to be an outfit every year at the 

Talmag Trial at Hungry Hill in Aldershot where the passenger was 

blind. So, maybe I should give it another go – blindfolded. 

 

Secretary’s Scribbles – Brent’s Bit 
BRENT FIELDER 

Right, it’s 1954, I’m a young chap and desperate to impress the young 

dolly-bird living next-door. 

 

 

 

I’m going to need a motorcycle and the right clothes in order to 

impress her to such a degree that she’ll fall straight into my arms. Let’s 

start with the bike,yes, yes, this one is just the job. The newly 

announced Vincent Black Prince. 

 

 
 

I can just see myself on the Vincent stand at the motorcycle show 

pointing out the one I want delivered. 

 

 
 

Crikey, look at the price, almost four hundred quid. That’s the best 

part of a year’s wages! What else have they got at Vincent. Hmm, the 

Vincent NSU 125, that’s a bit more like it. 
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 In fact, I could push to boat out and get a sidecar attached to really 

catch her eye. Buying the bike will set me back a bit though so it’s got 

to be a bit cheaper. Perfect. 

 

 
 

I’ll need to look the part too, what about a decent jumper for once? 

That’s it, exactly what I need. 

 

 
 

I’ll need a storm coat to go over the top of it, don’t want it getting wet. 

I’ll try the dealers first. What about this garage in Sunderland? Agh! 

What a terrifying bunch of hardened criminals! 

 

 

 

Think I’d better try Alan Jeffries instead, surely he’ll be more affable? 

Oh no, he looks like an escaped psychopath! 

 

 
 

I’ll order a suit by mail-order and give those two dealerships the 

traditional 1950s wave goodbye. 

 

 
 

Great progress, I’ve got the bike, the sidecar, the jumper and the suit. 

However, I don’t want the wind blast as I’m howling along at high-

speed to make my eyes blood-shot, I don’t want to turn up at her door 

looking scary! I need to buy a pair of goggles that will really make me 

stand out. Something that will definitely catch her eye when I knock 

on the door to ask her out. Wow! Look at these. The finishing touch. 

These will blow her away! 

 

 
 

Keep putting one foot in front of the other pals. 

Cheers, 

Brent 
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This week on Ebay… 
BRYAN MARSH 

A rather splendid ACU medal awarded to the Raleigh factory-entered 

team in the 1925 1,000-mile trial. Keen as I am on collecting old 

motorcycling-related medals, I’ve passed on this one for three reasons: 

• I think it should be in a museum rather than a private 

collection, 

• It’s rather large, three inches across 

• They want £250 for it. 

 

 
 

 
 

As far as I understand, the 1000 Mile Stock Motor Cycle Trial was 

introduced the previous year, 1924, although the first 1000 mile trial 

was held as far back as 1900 [I’ve just bought a book about the 

original event – very heavy, not good for bedtime reading when you 

drop off and it hits you on the head]. With the VMCC Library being 

closed, I can’t research this further but, curiously, there are a couple of 

websites which say that Ner-a-Car won the 1925 Team Prize. Maybe 

there was more than one team prize? I think it’s quite likely that one of 

the riders would have been Marjorie Cottle. 

 

My Ariel competition machine 

WILL CURRY 

Ariel made a number of competition motorcycles. Perhaps the most 

famous is the HT, that fame coming from the endeavours of one S. H. 

Miller. 

In its last form, his HT, GOV 132, bore only a passing resemblance to 

the catalogue and apparently required considerable determination to 

control it. 

 

While I have an HT it's not the subject of this article. I have the HT 

because I had to buy my own trials bikes. The scramblers on the other 

hand - the HS – always belonged to somebody else and it's these which 

are the subject of this article. To be completely accurate I did own a 

scrambler in the day but not for long. It was a Velocette and it's a tale 

worth telling, sometime. 

 

I've wanted my own HS for a very long time and I've been putting bits 

to one side for the day that one turned up that I could afford and was 

worth purchasing. I didn't want some catalogue-perfect example.  

 

 

Far too glamourous and valuable surely to want to actually ride it 

If you wanted to do well quite a lot of catalogue parts would need 

changing. Nor did I particularly want a late one. I have strong views 

about the later brakes for one thing. The later engine however was 

definitely on the list. Ideal was a late 1955 version which should have 

the earlier cycle parts and a later specification engine. A real bonus 

would be if it was already registered for the road. 

 

I watched them come and go. Ariel built 800 or so of them from 1954 

to 1959 and of these over 300 were a sort of street scrambler which 

was of no interest to me at all. Most of these 800, street scrambler or 

not, were exported - mainly to North America but also to Australia, 

Scandinavia, Holland . . . 

 

I viewed a few. One was obviously a scrambler from its use - it had 

been scrambled - but it wasn't an HS. It was still lovely and had a good 

history too. 

 

 

Before I bought it 

Will's law of frustration: The closer it gets to perfection the more 

frustrating are the deficiencies.  

 

I nearly bought it anyway. In hindsight it was a good decision to leave 

it. One I looked at in a dealer's premises was so different from the 

photos that I asked if it was the same bike. That went down well. 
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Closer inspection revealed the original engine number - Ariel 

crankcases are stamped in two places - and this led to other 

discoveries. According to the dealer who said he was selling this on 

behalf of a regular customer he had no idea that it might not be as 

described. He expressed gratitude on being informed of the issues. He 

must have been so pleased he completely forgot to correct his advert. 

It later sold at auction with yet another tale of its origin. Caveat 

Emptor indeed. 

 

Eventually I saw an advert in the VMCC journal and made contact. 

The price was within my range. According to the vendor it wasn't 

original but it was road-registered and from the photos he sent it 

looked absolutely ideal.  

 

 

Before I bought it 

I went along to view it on my modern bike. It poured down all the way 

there and back. He'd bought it on a whim to go pre-65 scrambling. It 

had good tyres - something I'd met long ago with the Velocette and 

which made me a little cautious. However, it started first kick for me 

and didn't spit me off when I rode down his drive. It had a massive 57-

tooth back sprocket in place of the more normal 47 and so went off the 

mark with nearly as much vertical as horizontal. He must have been 

really keen to see the back of it as he dropped the price by £400 from 

the advertised price before I'd even asked about money. I told him I'd 

happily pay him what he'd asked but he refused. 

 

It throw me a couple of surprises after I'd got it home, Something 

disastrous had happened in the primary chaincase. The inner chaincase 

was a mass of weld but the crankcase was fortunately untouched. I had 

a spare chaincase. More amusing was the oil leak from the back of the 

gearbox. The oil only came out with the engine running so it has to be 

the oil seal behind the sprocket - right? Off came the primary 

chaincase again - an activity which is toolbox-intensive to say the 

least. The fossilised oil seal was replaced from stock and all 

reassembled. Did this stem the flow? - of course not. Toolbox out 

again and this time a closer inspection showed where the blanking 

plug should be but wasn't. This time . . . 

 

After a number of year's ownership it's still not quite as I want it. I'd 

like to get the later air cleaner and the seat is a terrible pattern object.  

 

 

This is the seat I have. That rear number plate will be very painful if you 
go over the back. 

So bad is the fit that the big hammer had to be taken to it to bend 

enough so that the filler cap could be taken off the oil tank to check the 

level. The seat's still there even though I have the real thing because 

my knees won't bend enough to get my backside down onto the real 

thing. Another compromise in favour my knees is the fitting of the 

adjustable footrests. The scrambles footrests are set slightly further 

back and are not only non-adjustable but also considerably more 

robust - which means heavy. 

 

What makes it special? High compression piston, radical camshaft and 

followers, special oiling system give it more than half as much again 

power as a standard 500. It's on 350 gearing which adds yet more 'zest' 

to a bike which goes well anyway. It has a nice riding position and I so 

like the look of it, ignoring the seat of course. The engine has a special 

alloy barrel and a competition magneto. In this case it has a BTH 

rather than the more usual Lucas. Someone put quite a lot of money 

into this bike, the BTH magneto wasn't the cheap option. I'd never 

changed an advance/retard cable on a BTH before. It's called a 

learning experience. The obvious method, from above, isn't There's a 

little peg to stop it unscrewing that way. Once I'd found that out it was 

obvious just why the current cable was in such a state. The mag had to 

come off to get the cable changed. That aside, it's a work of art 

compared to the more usual Lucas offerings.  

 

I'm running it on road tyres 'cause the knobblies are like blancmange 

on the road and wear out amazingly quickly and as I said before its 

off-road tyres were good, too good to scrub out on the road. 

 

 

Hopefully a scene soon to be repeated 

I have one regret - I don't know what the original registration number 

was so finding out more about its earlier history isn't going to happen 

any time soon. It would be nice to find it had ISDT history - That sort 

of bike has always appealed to me. 

 

 

'nuff said 
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NIGE DELVES INTO THE ARCHIVE – NO PARTICULAR THEME, PICTURES FROM ROGER MILLS 

 

 
 

 

  
 

 

 

 
 

  
 


